
cremino.cal 1186_________________________________________________________________
Model Code F2646
date of issue 22-06-21 revision 00
revision of 05-08-21 (the present replaces any previous versions)

Designer: Centro studi calia

Structure: beech-wood, pinewood and multilayer, covered with a 
thermo-bonded textile fabric coupled with cloth. 

Spring system: elastic webbing 

Seat Padding: in ecologic polyurethane foam covered with 100% 
polyester padding, additionally wrapped with thermo-bonded textile fabric 
coupled with cloth.

Back Padding: backrests (879) and maxi backrests (AG6) in ecological 
polyurethane foam covered with micromax ((high resilient synthetic 
fiberfill), internally weighted down. Bucket backrests (BH2), bucket 
footstool (BG7) and square pillow (658) in (non fire-retardant) polystyrene 
beads.

Removability: entirely removable fabric covers

Components: coffee table square base (BG9) and coffee table knot 
footstool (BG4) are equipped with a layer table with dark sessile oak 
finish. 

Standard feet: coal black colored beechwood standard feet, h. 10 cm. 
Some versions may be equipped with hidden feet with a supporting 
structural function.

Optional versions: backrests (879), maxi backrests (AG6) and bucket 
backrests (BH2) can be positioned freely to meet any comfort needs. 
Versions coffee table (640) and tall coffee table (AT8) are in metal with 
matt black finish. Version footstool tibacio (AT6) is in wood. 

Please note: sizes and dimensions indicated on each configuration line 
drawing, both on technical sheets and price lists, are to be considered as 
an indicative example only, as they can vary according to the way each 
single version is positioned within the same configuration. 

________
With the reservation of carrying  for production purposes and without advanced notices 
modifications on the materials, coverings and dimensions of the product as indicated in the 
relevant specification. The given dimensions and volume are of indicative value being 
subject to the production process tolerances. For normal use, the following maximum loads 
are recommended: Armchairs max. 120 kg, 2-seat sofas max. 200 kg (2x100 kg), 3-seat 
sofas max. 240 kg (3x80 kg). Use with loads exceeding the indicated values may cause the 
sofa/armchair or its components to break.

Density of seat and back 
Markets Seat Back

I 35 Medium

D - NL - CH

USA - California

GB 37 fire retardant

Others 35 Medium
Note: when no values/contents are specified in the chart, please refer to 'Others' field/area.

Coverings
suggested not suggested not possible 

thick leathers 

thin elastic leathers 

natural leathers 

fabric* 

microfibre* 

leather + split 

DeLuxe 

multi colour 

multi-category 

multi covering 

Please note: for not removable models, only one colour fabric covers are available.

* fabrics and microfibers are not available for the U.K. market

Multicovering / Components / Optional vers.

1186tav

Feet

PL2204

Ottoman
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cremino.cal 1186
L Length - H Height - D Depth - SH Seat Height - SD Seat Depth
Dimensions refer to maximum sizes of the version with closed mechanism (where available).

dimensions

version code

Description

L 130
H41 D125 SH- SD-

BL0

maxi armchair 
base

L 180
H41 D125 SH- SD-

BL1

2-seater maxi 
base

L 200
H41 D125 SH- SD-

BL2

2 1/2 seater maxi 
base

L 220
H41 D125 SH- SD-

BL3

3-seater maxi 
base

L 130
H41 D115 SH- SD-

BF0

armchair base

L 180
H41 D115 SH- SD-

BF2

2-seater base

L 200
H41 D115 SH- SD-

BF4

2 1/2 seater base

L 220
H41 D115 SH- SD-

BF6

3-seater base

L 105
H41 D105 SH- SD-

AF2

square base

L 105
H36 D105 SH- SD-

BG9

coffee table 
square base

L 130
H41 D163 SH- SD-

BF8

rhf end 
dormeuse base

L 130
H41 D163 SH- SD-

BF9

lhf end dormeuse 
base

L 105
H41 D170 SH- SD-

BG2

chaise longue 
base

L 112
H41 D112 SH- SD-

BH0

special corner 
base

L 84
H41 D99 SH- SD-

BG5

knot footstool

L 84
H36 D99 SH- SD-

BG4

coffee table knot 
footstool

L 70
H44 D21 SH- SD-

879

back cushions

L 80
H44 D21 SH- SD-

AG6

maxi backrest

L 80
H50 D49 SH- SD-

BH2

bucket backrest

L 86
H65 D84 SH- SD-

BG7

bucket footstool

L 68
H68 D10 SH- SD-

658

square pillow

L 38
H48 D38 SH- SD-

640

tavolino

L 38
H58 D38 SH- SD-

AT8

tall coffee table
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cremino.cal 1186
L Length - H Height - D Depth - SH Seat Height - SD Seat Depth
Dimensions refer to maximum sizes of the version with closed mechanism (where available).

dimensions

version code

Description

L -
H- D- SH- SD-

WB1

bf0 + bf8

L -
H- D- SH- SD-

WB2

bg2 + bf6

L -
H- D- SH- SD-

WB3

bg2 + af2 + bf8

L -
H- D- SH- SD-

WB4

bf2 + bh0 + bf6

L -
H- D- SH- SD-

WB5

bf2 + bf8

L -
H- D- SH- SD-

WB6

bf0 + bg4 + bf0

L -
H- D- SH- SD-

WB7

bf0 + bg5 + bf4

L -
H- D- SH- SD-

WB8

bf4 + bh0 + bf0

L -
H- D- SH- SD-

WB9

bf0 + bg4 + bf8

L -
H- D- SH- SD-

WD0

bf4 + bg4 + bf8

L -
H- D- SH- SD-

WD1

bf6 + af2 + bf2
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DescriptionCodes

Legend: Available, shown on technical data sheet

Available, not shown on technical data sheet

Not available

Accessories

Collection Gourmandise

Gianduiotto Pralin Dragées/Dragées_2
cal 1167 cal 1186 cal 1193 cal 1184/cal 1184_2prm 1183

Gianduiotto Jr Cremino
(F2619) (F2644)/(F2651)(F5624)

Gianduia/Gianduia_2
cal 1185/cal 1185_2

(F2645)/(F2654)

F2619AG6

F5624AG6

F2646AG6

879

BH2

F2619870

F5624870

F2674870

BQ1

BP6

658

YA1

D07

BG7

BQ0

640

AT8

(F2674)

maxi backrest

maxi square pillow set

maxi backrest

maxi backrest

backrest

bucket backrest

armrest

armrest

armrest

maxi armrest

footstool armrest

square pillow

headrest pillow

bucket footstool

low coffee table

coffee table

tall coffee table

(F2646)


